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Direction (1-3): In the following diagram, three classes of population are represented by three figures. The 

triangle represents the school teachers, the square represents the married persons and the circle represents 

the persons living in joint families. 

 

 

1. Married persons living in joint families but not working as school teachers are represented by 

(a) C 

(b) F 

(c) D 

(d) A 

 

2. Persons who live in joint families, are unmarried and who do not work as school teachers are represented by 

(a) C 

(b) B 

(c) E 

(d) D 

 

3. Married teachers living in joint families are represented by 

(a) C 

(b) B 

(c) D 

(d) A 

 

Directions (4-6): In the following questions, answers are to be based on the diagrams given below, where 

the triangle represents doctors, the circle represents players and the rectangle represents artists. 
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4. Which numbered space in the diagram represents doctors who are also players and artists? 

(a) 2 

(b) 3 

(c) 4 

(d) 5 

 

5. Which number represents artists who are also players only? 

(a) 4 

(b) 6 

(c) 7 

(d) 8 

 

6. Which number represents artists who are neither players nor doctors? 

(a) 1 

(b) 2 

(c) 3 

(d) 4 

 

 

7. In cricket match, while catching a fast-moving ball, a fielder in the ground gradually pulls his hands backwards 

with the moving ball to reduce the velocity to zero. The act represents 

(a) Newton‟s first law of motion 

(b) Newton‟s second law of motion 

(c) Newton‟s third law of motion 

(d) Law of conservation of energy 
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8. The principle of Centrifugation used in 

1.To separate such mixtures those contain a sublimable volatile component from a non-sublimable impurity 

2.Diagnostic laboratories for blood and urine tests 

3.Dairies and home to separate butter from cream 

4.Washing machines to squeeze out water from wet clothes 

Which of the above statements are CORRECT? 

(a) 1 & 2 Only 

(b) 2 & 3 Only 

(c) 2, 3 & 4 

(d) 1 & 3 Only 

 

9. The universal law of gravitation successfully explained several phenomena.  

Which of the following phenomenon are CORRECT? 

1.The motion of the moon around the earth 

2.The motion of planets around the Sun 

3.The tides due to the moon and the Sun 

(a) 1 & 2 Only 

(b) 2 & 3 Only 

(c) 1 & 3 Only 

(d) All the above 

 

10. The energy used during a month in households, industries and commercial establishments are 

usually expressed in terms of „units‟. 1 „unit‟ means 

(a)  1 kilowatt hour 

(b)  10 kilowatt hour 

(c)  100 kilowatt hour 

(d)  1000 kilowatt hour 

 

11. The time period of an artificial satellite in a circular orbit is independent of:  

(a)  Mass of the earth and radius of the earth 

(b)  Radius of the orbit 

(c)  Mass of the satellite 

(d)  None of the above 

 

12. Which of the following statements regarding „Varunastra‟ are correct? 

Statement I: It is a ship launched heavy weight torpedo. 

Statement II:. It is Developed by DRDO 

Select the code from below: 

(a) I only 

(b) II only 

(c) Both I and II 

(d) Neither I nor II 

 

13.Consider these statements about TROPEX-17 

 1. It is Indian Navy‟s Annual Theatre Level Readiness and Operational . 

2. More than 45 ships from the Western and Eastern Naval Commands of the Indian Navy participated in the 

exercise. 

3. The 2017 edition of TROPEX also included the conduct of large scale „Out of Area Contingency‟ in island 

territory. 

 

Which of the above statements is/are incorrect? 

(a) 1 and 2 only 

(b) 2 only 

(c) 2 and 3 only 

(d) None 
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14. The equivalent rank of Commodore of Indian Navy in the Indian Army is : 

(a) Brigadier 

(b) Lieutenant Colonel 

(c) Colonel 

(d) Major General 

 

15. Consider the following Statements :  

1. Agni - V is a Surface - to - Air intermediate range missile that can carry nuclear weapons and has a range of 

more than 2000 km.  

2. Agni-5 has a range of over 5,000 km and can carry about a 1,000-kg warhead.  

Which of the above statements is/are correct ?  

(a) 1 only  

(b) 2 only 

(c) Both 1 and 2  

(d) Neither 1 nor 2 

 

16. Consider the following statements with regard to Constitution of India and select the correct statement/s from 

the codes given below:  

1. Constitution authorizes the Parliament to alter the areas or boundaries of the existing states(except Jammu and 

Kashmir) without the consent of concerned state legislature or union territory.  

2. Constitution does not guarantee any state of its territorial integrity or continued existence  

3. Constitution declares that laws made for admission or establishment of new states can be passed by a simple 

majority  

 

Choose the appropriate code  

a) 1 and 2 only  

b) 2 and 3 only  

c) 1 and 3 only  

d) 1, 2 and 3 

 

17. Which among the following are not the features of Government of India Act of 1935?  

1. It introduced responsible governments in provinces  

2. It created a new office, Secretary of State for India  

3. It provided for the establishment of a Reserve Bank of India  

4. It provided for the establishment of Supreme Court, which was set up in 1937  

 

Choose the correct code  

a) 1 and 2  

b) 1 and 3  

c) 2 and 4  

d) 1, 3 and 4  

 

18. According to Dr B R Ambedkar, which among the following is a „novel feature‟ of the Indian Constitution?  

a) Directive Principles of State Policy  

b) Fundamental Rights  

c) Preamble  

d) Judicial Review  

 

19. With reference to Tejas fighter jet, consider the following statements: 

i. It is solely developed by DRDO 

ii. It is a Multi-Role Supersonic Fighter Aircraft 
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Choose the correct code- 

(a) 1 Only 

(b) 2 Only 

(c) both 1 and 2 

(d) neither 1 nor 2 

 

20. The Logistics Performance Index 2016 is prepared by which of the following organisation- 

(a) World Bank  

(b) WTO 

(c) UNDP 

(d) IMF 

 

21. The Sri Rama Sagar Project, which is described as lifeline for a large part of Telangana, is constructed across 

which of the following rivers? 

(a) River Krishna 

(b) River Godavari 

(c) River Musi 

(d) River Manira 

 

22. Juno, an unmanned NASA spacecraft, is sent to explore which of the following planets? 

(a) Uranus 

(b) Jupiter 

(c) Neptune 

(d) Venus 

 

23. Which of the following states in one only one in India to run paperless legislature sessions? 

(a) Karnataka 

(b) Himachal Pradesh 

(c) Tamil Nadu 

(d) Maharashtra 

 

24. Cape Canaveral from where NASA has sent many space probes, is located in which US state? 

(a) California 

(b) Florida 

(c) Maryland 

(d) Georgia 

 

Directions (Q. 25-27): Study the following information carefully and answer the questions given below: 

 

In a certain code language, 

„groom clothes is good‟ is coded as „la pa zi ta‟, 

„news clothes is groom‟ is coded as „pa zi la sa‟,  

„designs is wins nice‟ is coded as „na hi ga pa‟, and  
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„groom colour are designs‟ is coded as „zi mi jo ga‟. 

 

25. How is ‘nice’ coded in the given code language? 

(a) na    

(b) hi 

(c) ga  

(d) Can‟t be determined 

(e) Other than those given as options 

 

26. What does „jo‟ stand for? 

(a) are  

(b) colour 

(c) Either (a) or (b)  

(d) clothes 

(e) Other than those given as options 

 

 

27. How is „wins good‟ coded in the given code language? 

(a) na ta   

(b) hi ta 

(c) Either (a) and (b)   

(d) Can‟t be determined 

(e) Other than those given as options 

 

28. In a certain code language, ROUTINE is written as VMRGFLI. How will CRUELTY be written in that code 

language?  

(a) VOCVZRL 

(b) VPCVZRL 

(c) VPVCZRL 

(d) None of these  
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29.In the context of modem scientific research, consider the following statements about „lceCube‟, a particle 

detector, which was recently in the news : 

1. It is the world‟s largest neutrino detector, encompassing a cubic kilometre of ice. 

2. It is a powerful telescope to search for dark matter. 

Choose the correct code- 

(a) 1 only 

(b)  2 only 

(c) both 1 and 2 

(d) neither 1 nor 2 

 

30. „MADAD‟, as an online grievance monitoring system will ensure accountability, accessibility and 

responsiveness. It has been launched by 

(a) Ministry of Women and Child Development 

(b) Ministry of Tourism 

(c) Ministry of External Affairs 

(d) Ministry of Labour and Employment 

 

31. What is the purpose of the world‟s first and recently launched „Quantum Satellite‟? 

(a) Search for extra-terrestrial life 

(b) Establishing „hack-proof‟ communication networks 

(c) Better understanding the process of expansion of the universe 

(d) Locating anti-matter reserves of the Universe 

 

32. Two declarations – the „Jaipur Declaration‟ 

and „Udaipur Declaration‟ are related with which international organisation- 

a. Both related to BRICS 

b. ADB and BRICS respectively 

c. BRICS and ASEAN respectively 

d. None of the above 

 

33. It is easier to swim in a sea water than in ordinary water because:  

(a)   Density of sea water is higher than that of ordinary water 

(b)   Density of sea water is less than that of ordinary water 

(c)  Sea water contains salt 

(d)   Atmospheric pressure is highest at sea level 

 

34. Consider the following statements: 

Statement I: A ball of steel when placed in Mercury does not sink. 

Statement II: The density of mercury is less than that of steel. 

Which of the above statements is/are INCORRECT? 

(a)  I only 

(b) II only 

(c)  Both I and II 

(d) Neither I nor II 

 

35.Consider these statements about Units of measurement 

1. Nucleus size is expressed in decimetres 

2.Pressure is expressed in pascal. 

3.Radian is used to measure light radiation 

Which of the above statements is/are CORRECT? 

(a)  1 only 

(b) 1 and 3 only 

(c)  2 only 

(d)  2 and 3 only 
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36. Barometer is measure an instrument measuring atmospheric pressure, used especially in forecasting the 

weather and determining altitude. Consider the following statements about Barometer. 

1. A gradual rise in the reading of the Barometer indicates a stormy weather. 

2 A sudden Fall in the reading of the barometer indicated fair weather. 

3.A gradual fall in the reading of the Barometer Indicates that it will rain. 

Which of the given statements is/are CORRECT? 

(a)  1 only 

(b)  3 only 

(c) 2 and 3 only 

(d) All are Incorrect 

 

37.Which method can be applied to test the purity of metals? 

(a)  Boyle`s Law 

(b)  Archimedes Principle 

(c)   Pascal`s Law 

(d)  Newton`s Law 

 

38. Consider the following statement (s) related to the momentum 

Statement I.If two bodies of different masses, initially at rest, are acted upon by the same force for the same time, 

then the both bodies acquire the same. 

Statement II.It is the product of the mass and velocity of an object. 

Which is/are correct statement (s)? 

(a)  Only I 

(b)  Only II 

(c)  Both I & II 

(d)  Neither I nor II 

 

39. Consider the following statement (s) related to the scalar quantity 

Statement I:It is a one dimensional measurement of a quantity, like temperature, or weight. 

Statement II: It is a physical quantity that can be described by a single element of a number field such as a real 

number, often accompanied by units of measurement. 

Which is/are correct statement (s)? 

(a)  Only I 

(b)  Only II 

(c)  Both I & II 

(d)  Neither I nor II 

 

40. In which of the following points is the Indian Constitution not similar to that of Canadian Constitution?  

1. Federation with a strong Centre  

2. Office of Governor  

3. Advisory jurisdiction of the Supreme Court  

4. Vesting of residuary powers in the Centre  

Choose the correct codes  

a) 1 only  

b) 3 only  

c) 2 only  

d) It is similar in all the above aspects  

 

41. Which one of the following Acts of British India established a system of double government?  

a) Government of India Act of 1919  

b) Indian Councils Act of 1909  

c) Government of India Act of 1935  

d) Pitt‟s India Act of 1784  
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42. Consider the following statements with regard to States and Union Territories. Which of the following 

statement is/are correct?  

1. „Union of India‟ is a wider expression than the „Territory of India‟.  

2. The states are the members of the federal system and share a distribution of powers with the Centre.  

3. The union territories and the acquired territories, on the other hand, are directly administered by the Central 

government.  

Choose the correct codes  

a) 1, 2 and 3  

b) 3 only  

c) 2 and 3 only  

d) None  

 

43. Which of the following methods can be used to estimate national income? 

(1) Expenditure method 

(2) Output method 

(3) Matrix method 

(4) Income method 

Codes 

(a) 1 and 2 only  

(b) 3 and 4 only 

(c) 1, 2 and 4 only  

(d) All of these 

 

44. Who was the first administrator-statesman to attempt planning as a means for economic development? 

a) Sir CP Ramaswami Aiyyar 

b) M Viswesvarayya 

c) VT Krishnamachari 

d) C Rajagopalachari 

 

45. Which of the following explains the term economic growth? 

 

a. Increase in per capita production 

b. Increase in per capita real income 

c. structural change in the economy 

d. all the above are right 

 

46. Which of the following estimates the National Income in India? 

a) Central Statistical Organization 

b) National Income Committee 

c) Planning commission 

d) Reserve Bank of India 
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47. Inclusive growth is an important objective of the development process. In this context, which of the following 

would amount to inclusive growth? 

1. poverty reduction. 

2. disinvestment. 

3. good governance. 

4. skill building. 

Select the correct answer using the codes given below. 

a) 1, 2 and 3 only 

b) 1 ,3 and 4 only 

c) 2 ,3 and 4 only 

d) 1 ,2, and 4 only 

 

48. In which case, the Supreme Court held that „the Indian Constitution is founded on the bedrock of the balance 

between the Fundamental Rights and the Directive Principles‟?  

a) Minerva Mills case  

b) Berubari case  

c) Golaknath case  

d) Kesavananda Bharati case  

 

49. Which Schedule of the Constitution deals with Acts and Regulations of the state legislatures dealing with land 

reforms and abolition of the zamindari system?  

a) Schedule Eight  

b) Schedule Nine  

c) Schedule Eleventh  

d) Schedule Twelfth  

 

50. Which one of the following Acts of British India introduced for the first time – bicameralism and direct 

elections in the country?  

a) Indian Council Act of 1892  

b) Government of India Act of 1919  

c) Government of India Act of 1935  

d) Indian Independence Act of 1947  

 

51. Which of the following are correctly matched? 

1) 1
st
 schedule - Allocation of seats of the Rajya Sabha 

2) 3
rd

schedule - Oaths 

3) 6
rd

 schedule - Provisions relating to the administration of tribal areas in Assam, etc. 

4) 10
th
 schedule - Anti-Defection Law 

Codes 

a. Only 1, 2 and 3 

b. Only 2, 3 and 4 

c. Only 1, 2 and 4 

d. All of the above 

 

52. Which of the following are features of the Indian Constitution? 

1) Integrated Judiciary 

2) Universal Adult Franchise 

3) Three-tier Government 
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4) Rigid and Flexible Constitution 

5) Single citizenship 

Choose the correct code- 

a. 1, 2, 3, 5 

b. 1, 2, 4 

c. 2, 3, 4, 5 

d. All of the above 

 

53. 'Economic Justice' as one of the objectives of the Indian Constitution has been provided in the 

(a) Preamble and Fundamental Rights 

(b) Preamble and Directive Principles 

(c) Fundamental Rights and Directive Principle; 

(d) Preamble, Fundamental Rights and Directive Principles 

 

54. Which of the following are the features of the Regulating Act of 1773? 

1) It is provided for the establishment of Supreme Court at Calcutta (1774). 

2) It created executive council for Governor General of Bengal. 

3) It made the governors of Bombay and Madras presidencies subordinate to the Governor General of Bengal. 

4) It established Board of Control for managing Political Affairs. 

Codes 

a.  2 and 4 only 

b.  1 and 4 only 

c.  1, 2 and 3 only 

d. All of the above 

 

55. Which of the following is correct ? 

[A] The Nehru report (1928) had advocated the inclusion of Fundamental Rights in the Constitution of India 

[B] The Government of India Act, 1935 referred to Fundamental Rights 

[C] The August Offer, 1940 included the Fundamental Rights 

[D] The Cripps Mission, 1942 referred to Fundamental Rights 

56. Which of the following is/are true regarding the Charter Act of 1833? 

1) Laws made under the Act of 1833 were called Regulations. 

2) It made the East India Company a Commercial as well as Administrative body. 

Codes 

a. Only 1 

b. Only 2 

c. Both 1 and 2 

d. Neither 1 nor 2 
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57. With reference to the Medium Range Surface to Air Missile (MRSAM) which was successfully launched 

recently by India, consider the following statements: 

1. It is jointly developed by India and Israel 

2. It is also known as Barak 8 

3. It is part of India‟s air defence system 

4. MRSAM is the navy version of air defence system 

Choose the correct code- 

(a) 1,2 and 3 Only 

(b) 1 and 3 Only 

(c) 1,3 and 4 Only 

(d) All of the above 

 

58. China‟s claims in waters of East Asia areenclosed by what it refers to and has come tobe known as the 

„Nine-Dash Line‟. This lineencompasses which all seas? 

1. South China Sea 

2. Sulu Sea 

3. Celebes Sea 

Select the correct answer using the code given below: 

(a) 1 only 

(b) 2 and 3 only 

(c) 1 and 3 only 

(d) 1, 2 and 3 

 

59. The nodal ministry for transgenders in India is the 

(a) Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment 

(b) Ministry of Health and Family Welfare 

(c) Ministry of Law and Justice 

(d) Ministry of Women and Child Development 

 

60. Recently, linking of which of the following rivers was undertaken? 

(a) Mahanadi and Son 

(b) Damanganga and godavari 

(c) Godavari and Krishna 

(d) Krishna and kaveri 

 

61. The 2016 G20 summit will be hosted by which country- 

(a) Malaysia 

(b) Spain 

(c) China 

(d) Singapore 

 

Directions (62-65): Read the following information carefully and answer these questions:  

In a certain coding system,  

‘816321’ means ‘the brown dog frightened the cat’;  

‘64851’ means ‘the frightened cat ran away’;  

‘7621’ means ‘the cat was brown’;  

‘341’ means ‘the dog ran’.  

 

62. What is the code for „the dog was frightened‟?  

(a) 5438 

(b) 8263 

(c) 8731 
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(d) None of these  

 

63. What is the code for „frightened‟?   

(a) 2 

(b) 3 

(c) 6 

(d) 8 

 

64. What is the code for „away‟?   

(a) 1 

(b) 5 

(c) 6 

(d) 7  

 

65. If MINJUR is coded as 312547 and TADA as 6898, how can MADURAI be coded? 

(a) 3498178 

(b) 3894871 

(c) 3849781 

(d) 3894781  

 

66. If MOBILITY is coded as 46293927, then EXAMINATION is coded as 

(a) 45038401854 

(b) 56149512965 

(c) 57159413955 

(d) 67250623076 

 

67.  If ACNE can be coded as 3, 7, 29, 11, then LEMON will be coded as 

(a) 25, 11, 13, 31, 29 

(b) 21, 11, 27, 31, 29 

(c) 25, 11, 27, 31, 29 

(d) 25, 11, 27, 31, 17 

68 Consider the following statement (s) related to the quantity (vector or a scalar) 

Statement I.Vectors are quantities that are fully described by a magnitude (or numerical value) alone. 

Statement II.Scalars are quantities that are fully described by both a magnitude and a direction. 

Which is/are correct statement (s)? 

(a)  Only I 

(b)  Only II 

(c)  Both I & II 

(d)  Neither I nor II 

 

69. Which of the following is/ are correct definition of types of friction? 

I.Dry friction resists relative lateral motion of two solid surfaces in contact. 

II.Fluid friction describes the friction between layers of a viscous fluid that are moving relative to each other. 

III.Lubricated friction is a case of fluid friction where a lubricant fluid separates two solid surfaces. 

Which is/are correct statement (s)? 

(a)Only I 

(b)Only II 

(c)Both I & II 

(d)All of the above 
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70." Assertion (A) In an elastic collision of two billiard balls, the total KE is not conserved during the short time 

of collision of the balls.  

Reason (R) Energy spent against friction does not follow the law of conservation of energy. 

(a) Both A and R are true and R is the correct explanation of A 

(b) Both A and R are true but R is not the correct explanation of A 

(c) A is true but R is false 

(d) A is false but R is true 

 

71.Which of the following examples follow Newton`s Third law of Motion: 

1. Recoil of Gun 

2. Centripetal and Centrifugal Force 

3. Launching of a rocket 

4. Walking  

5 Rowing of boat 

6. Cooking of foodat high altitude 

 Select the Correct options 

(a) 1,2,3.5 

(b) 2,3,4,6 

(c) 1,3,5,6 

(d).2,4,5,6 

 

72. Which of the following physical quantities do not have same dimensions? 

(a) Force and Pressure 

(b) Work and Energy 

(c) Impulse and momentum        

(d) Weight and Force 

 

73. One astronomical unit is the average distance between 

(a) Earth and the Moon    

(b) Earth and the Sun   

(c)Mars and the Sun   

(d)Pluto and the Sun 

 

74. Consider the following regarding „Halley‟s Comet‟:  

1. It is visible on earth after every 86 years.  

2. It revolves around the sun in elliptical orbit.  

3. As it gets closer to the Sun, it starts glowing due to burning of its particles.  

Which of the above statements are correct?  

a) 1 and 2  
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b) 2 and 3  

c) 1 and 3  

d) All of the above  

 

75. Communication satellites are usually launched in:  

a) Polar orbit  

b) Geostationary Orbit  

c) Lunar orbit 

d) No fixed orbit. They are moved as desired.  

 

76. Which of the following statements are correct about Solar Eclipse?  

1. It can occur only at full moon when sun and moon are at conjunction.  

2. The alignment of sun, moon and earth respectively in a straight line is called syzygy.  

3. During total solar eclipse, the complete moon‟s shadow is called Penumbra.  

Select the code from the following:  

a) 1 only  

b) 2 and 3  

c) 1 and 3  

d) All of the above  

 

77. The Sun is still extremely hot, whereas the planets are much cooler. Which of the answers gives the correct 

explanation?  

a) . It is too cold deep inside the planets to have fusion reactions necessary to produce energy from hydrogen.  

b) The Sun burns hydrogen in its interior, whereas the planets supply of hydrogen has run out.  

c) The Sun fuses hydrogen to helium, releasing energy, whereas the planets supply of hydrogen is less. 

d) The Sun produces energy by fission reactions, whereas the planets were never hot enough to produce energy 

this way  

 

78. Distance of stars are measured in 
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(a) Galactic unit  

(b) Steller mile 

(c) Cosmic Kilometre       

(d) Light year 

 

79. Consider the following statements about a body in motion 

1. A body can have zero velocity and still be accelerated 

2. A body can have a constant velocity and still have a varying speed 

3. A body can have a constant speed and still have varying velocity 

 

Which of the following statements is/are false 

(a). 1 only 

(b) 2 only 

(c) 3 only‟ 

(d) All of the above 

 

80.Which theory states that “if a body is in equilibrium under the action of three coplanar and concurrent forces, 

each of the forces is proportional to the sine of the angle between the other two” 

(a) Triangle Law of Forces 

(b) Lami‟s Theorem 

(c) Parallelogram Law of Forces 

(d) Polygon Law of Forces 

 

81. Consider the following statements about Matter 

Statement I:Matter is anything that takes up space. 

Statement II:It exhibits the property of mass only. 

Which of the above statements is/are true 

(a) I only 

(b) II only 
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(c) Both I and II 

(d) Neither I nor II 

 

82. Which of the following are Intensive Properties of matter 

1. Colour 

2. Conductivity 

3. Lenght 

4. Luster 

Select the correct code 

(a) 1,2 and 3 only 

(b) 1,2 and 4 only 

(c) 1,3 and 4 only 

 

83. In an office, 40% of the staff is female. 70% of the female staff and 50% of the male staff are married. The 

percentage of the unmarried staff in the office is 

(a) 65% 

(b) 42% 

(c) 60% 

(d) 64% 

 

84. Consider the following statements about Gravitation 

1. It is a natural phenomenon by which all physical bodies attract each other. 

2. It can be attractive force as well as repulsive 

3. It is the strongest force in nature 

Which of the statements is/are INCORRECT 

(a) 1 only 

(b) 2 only 

(c) 2 and 3 only 

(d) 3 only 
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85. Which of the following is correctly matched 

 

Measurement of Quantity  Quantity 

 1. Scalar          Density 

 2.Vector        Electric current 

 3.Scalar         Displacement 

(a). 1 and 2 only 

(b) 1 only 

(c) 3 only 

(d)All are correctly matched 

 

86. Two moons of the same mass orbit a planet. The orbit of the Earth's Moon is almost circular, but the orbits of 

the moons are much more complicated. What is the most likely reason for this?  

a) The gravitational pull of the planet varies, changing their otherwise normal orbits.  

b) The moons attract each other when they are close together, changing their normal orbits.  

c) The inner moon has a circular orbit, affecting the other moon's orbit.  

d) The outer moon has a circular orbit, affecting the other moon's orbit.  

 

87. Consider the following statements regarding satellite that has been placed in a low polar orbit:  

1. The satellite is ideal to take weather and spying photographs.  

2. The satellite takes 24 hours to complete one orbit, which means that it stays above the same point over the 

Earth.  

3. The satellite orbit's over both poles, whilst the Earth rotates at 90° to this direction beneath the satellite.  

4. Each orbit only takes a few hours, which allows the whole surface of the Earth to be monitored in one day.  

Which of the above statements are correct?  

a) 2 only  

b) 1,3 and 4  

c) 1 and 2  
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d) 2,3 and 4  

 

88. Which of the following phases of the Moon occur during a spring tide?  

a) Crescent Moon  

b) New Moon and Full Moon.  

c) Half Moon.  

d) New Moon, Half Moon and Full Moon.  

 

89. Consider the following:  

1. The inner core of the earth is liquid while the outer core is solid.  

2. The inner core mainly consists of an alloy of Iron, Aluminum and Manganese.  

3. The inner and outer core is separated by Lehman Discontinuity.  

Which of the above statements is/are incorrect?  

a) 1 and 3  

b) 1 and 2  

c) 3 only  

d) All of the above  

 

90. Which of the statements is/are incorrect about Earth‟s crust?  

1. Continental crust is thicker than the oceanic crust.  

2. Continental Crust, made up of granitic rock, is denser than the oceanic crust which is made up of Basaltic rock.  

3. During Subduction, the continental crust, being denser, plunges under the oceanic crust.  

Select the code from below:  

a) 1 only  

b) 2 and 3 only 

c) 1 and 3 only 

d) All of the above  
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91. Consider the following statement:  

1. Endogenetic forces are responsible for the formation of secondary landforms.  

2. The energy emanating from within the earth is the main force behind endogenetic geomorphic processes.  

3. The energy in the interior of earth is due to radioactive decay and primordial heat from the origin of the earth.  

 

Which of the above statements are correct?  

a) 1 and 2 only 

b) 2 and 3 only 

c) 1 and 3 only 

d) 1, 2 and 3 

 

92. Consider the following statements:  

1. Orogeny is a mountain building process. 

2. Epeirogeny is continental building process  

3. Endogenetic forces act in horizontal direction in orogeny  

4. Endogenetic forces act in vertical direction in epeirogeny.  

Which of the above statements are incorrect?  

a) 1 only  

b) 2 only  

c) Both 1 and 2  

d) Neither 1 nor 2  

 

93. Consider the following statements:  

1. Intrusive igneous rocks have larger crystal grains than extrusive igneous rocks.  

2. Igneous rocks are always crystalline.  

3. Igneous rocks are main source of fossils.  

Which of the above statements are correct?  

a) 1 only  
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b) 2 and 3  

c) All of the above  

d) None of the above  

 

94. Consider the following about epochs: 

1. The present epoch in the earth‟s age is the HoloceneHumans were also born in the Holocene epoch 

Which of the above is/are correct? 

(a)1 only 

(b)2 only 

(c) Both 1 and 2  

(d) Neither 1 nor 2 

 

95. Consider the following 

Travelling east across the International Date Line means losing a day 

Travelling west across the International Date Line means gaining a day 

Which of the above is/are incorrect? 

(a)1 only 

(b)2 only 

(c)Both 1 and 2  

(d) Neither 1 nor 2 

 

96. Through which one of the following groups of countries does equator pass? 

a) Brazil, Zambia and Malaysia 

b) Columbia, Kenya and Indonesia 

c) Brazil, Sudan and Malaysia 

d) Venezuela, Ethiopia and Indonesia 

 

97. Which one of the following straits is nearest to the International Date Line? 
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a) Malacca Strait 

b) Bering strait 

c) Strait of Florida 

d) Strait of Gibraltar 

 

98. Jainism believed in 

1. law of karma 

2. ahimsa 

3. brahmacharya 

Select the correct answer using the codegiven below. 

(a) 1 only 

(b) 1 and 3 only 

(c) 2 and 3 only 

(d) 1, 2 and 3 

 

99. .'Sukta' mentioned in early vedic literature is 

(a) hymns in praise of god and goddesses 

(b) performance of sacrifice 

(c) slaves who were captured in war 

(d) Priest who performed various rituals 

 

100.During meditation, Buddha is subjected tomany temptations posed by the evil Mara,who bombards him with 

his demons,monsters, violent storms and his threeseductive daughters. The Buddha remainssteadfast. Then to 

testify to Mara of hismeritorious past, he points to the earth withhis hand and calls the Earth Goddess. 

The above description best describes whichof the following mudras of GautamaBuddha? 

(a) Abhaya mudra 

(b) Jnana mudra 

(c) Vitarka mudra 

(d) Bhumisparsha mudra 

 

101.Consider the following pairs: 

Vedic literature Deals with 

1. Brahmanas : philosophicalknowledge andspiritual learning 

2. Aryankas : mysticism andsymbolism 

3. Upanishads : sacrifices and rituals 

Which of the pairs given above is/arecorrect? 

(a) 1 and 2 only 

(b) 1 and 3 only 

(c) 2 only 

(d) 1, 2 and 3 

 

102. If „sky‟ is „star‟, 'star' is „cloud‟, „cloud‟ is „earth‟, „earth‟ is „tree‟ and „tree‟ is „book‟, then where do the 

birds fly?  

(a) Cloud 

(b) Sky 

(c) Star 

(d) Data inadequate 
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103.Consider the following statements withregard to Indus Valley Civilization: 

1. It belongs to the Iron age. 

2. Elephants were not domesticated by theIndus people. 

3. Cotton was used for manufacturingtextiles. 

Which of the statements given above is/arecorrect? 

(a) 1 and 2 only 

(b) 3 only 

(c) 1 and 3 only 

(d) 1, 2 and 3 

 

104.Which of the following is/are the salientcharacteristics of Harappan civilization? 

1. Town planning 

2. Use of standard weights and measures 

3. Indus script on seals 

4. Practice of burying the dead 

Select the correct answer using the codegiven below. 

(a) 1, 2 and 3 only 

(b) 1, 2 and 4 only 

(c) 3 and 4 only 

(d) 1, 2, 3 and 4 

 

105.Consider the following pairs: 

Events Associated Places 

1. Birth : Kushinagar 

2. Enlightenment : Sarnath 

3. First Sermon : Bodh Gaya 

Which of the pairs given above is/arecorrect? 

(a) 1, 2 and 3 

(b) 2 only 

(c) 3 only 

(d) None of the above 

 

106.Consider the following pairs: 

Buddhist Councils King 

1. First Buddhist Council : Ashoka 

2. Second BuddhistCouncil:Kalasoka 

3. Third Buddhist Council : Ajatshatru 

Which of the statements given above is/arecorrect? 

(a) 1, 2 and 3 

(b) 1 only 

(c) 2 only 

(d) None of the above 

 

107. Consider the following statementswith reference to town planning of the cities of Indus Valley Civilization 

1. In general every house in the citiesconsists of a courtyard and a well. 

2. The street drains of harappan cities wereequipped with manholes. 

Which of the statements given above is/arecorrect? 

(a) 1 only 

(b) 2 only 

(c) Both 1 and 2 

(d) Neither 1 nor 2 
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108. Consider the following statementswith reference to town planning of the citiesof Indus Valley Civilization 

1. In general every house in the citiesconsists of a courtyard and a well. 

2. The street drains of harappan cities wereequipped with manholes. 

Which of the statements given above is/arecorrect? 

(a) 1 only 

(b) 2 only 

(c) Both 1 and 2 

(d) Neither 1 nor 2 

 

109.The earliest evidence of settled agricultureand farming economy comes from whichNeolithic site? 

(a) Mohenjodaro 

(b) Dholavira 

(c) Mehrgarh 

(d) Rakhigarhi 

 

110. Consider the following: 

1. Lieutenant general 

2. Major general 

3. Colonel 

4. Major 

Arrange the above military ranks in lower to higher order of rank as they exist in the Indian Army: 

Codes 

A. 3-4-1-2 

B. 4-3-1-2 

C. 4-3-2-1 

D. 1-2-3-4 

 

111.Which of the following is/are associatedwith Jainism? 

1. Anuvrata 

2. Mahavrata 

3. Sallekhana 

Select the correct answer using the codegiven below. 

(a) 1 and 2 only 

(b) 1 and 3 only 

(c) 2 and 3 only 

(d) 1, 2 and 3 

 

112. In ancient Rigvedic period, a term „gavisthi‟is used frequently. It refers to 

(a) war in Rigvedic period. 

(b) officer who enjoyed authority over thepasture ground. 

(c) head of the families in vedic period. 

(d) religious functionaries. 

 

113.The idea of 'transference of merit' isassociated with which sect of the Buddhism? 

(a) Mahayana 

(b) Hinyana 

(c) Vajrayana 

(d) Both (a) and (b) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lieutenant_general
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Major_general
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Colonel
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Major
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114.In Buddhism, 'Patimokkha' is 

(a) a name of a Boddhisatva 

(b) a ritual associated to attain moksha 

(c) the rules of the Sangha 

(d) a dialogue text between King Menanderand Nagsen 

 

115.The most important animal worshipped by 

the people living in Indus Valley civilizationwas 

(a) One horned unicorn 

(b) Humped Bull 

(c) Elephant 

(d) Cow 

 

116. The allowance of an employee constitutes 165% of his basic pay. If he receives Rs. 11925 as gross salary, 

then his basic pay is (in Rs.): 

(a) 4000 

(b)5000 

(c)4500 

(d)5500 

 

117.A saves 20% of his monthly salary. If his monthly expenditure is Rs. 6000, then his monthly savings is: 

(a) Rs. 1,500 

(b) Rs. 1,800 

(c) Rs. 1,200 

(d) Rs. 4,800 

 

118.The population of a town is 3,11,250. The ratio of women to men is 43 : 40. If there are 24% literate among 

women and 10% illiterate, among men, the total number of literate persons in the town is: 

(a) 1,70,700 

(b) 1,73,700 

(c) 1,75,700 

(d) 1,73,200 

 

119.31% of employees pay tax in the year 2008. Not-tax paying employees are 27,600. The total number of 

employees are: 
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(a) 31,160 

(b) 64,750 

(c) 40,000 

(d) 66,775 

 

120.The population of a village is 25,000. One-fifth are females and the rest are males, 5% of males and 40% of 

females are uneducated. What percentage on the whole are educated? 

(a) 75% 

(b) 88% 

(c) 55% 

(d) 85% 

 

121.A box has 100 blue balls, 50 red balls, 50 black balls, 25% of blue balls and 50% of red balls are taken away, 

Percentage of black balls at present is 

(a) 50% 

(b) 25% 

(c) 331/3% 

(d) 40% 

 

122.A dozen pairs of socks quoted at Rs. 180 are available at discount of 20%. How many pairs of socks can be 

bought for Rs. 48? 

(a) 3 pairs 

(b) 4 pairs 

(c) 2 pairs 

(d) 5 pairs 

 

123.The price of a school bag and a shoe are in the ratio 7 : 5. The price of the school bag is Rs. 200 more than 

the price of the shoe. Then the price of the shoe is: 

(a) Rs. 200 

(b) Rs. 700 
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(c) Rs. 500 

(d) Rs. 1,200 

 

124.The sum of two numbers is 520. If the bigger number is decreased by 4% and the smaller number is increased 

by 12% then the numbers obtained are equal. The smaller number is 

(a) 280 

(b) 240 

(c) 210 

(d) 300 

 

125.Consider the following statements regardingpolitical administration during early Vedicperiod : 

1. In the vedic period king post wereknown as rajan and it was not ahereditary position. 

2. In political assemblies women were notallowed to participate. 

3. There was no civil system or territorialadministration. 

Which of the statements given above is/arecorrect? 

(a) 1 only 

(b) 1 and 2 only 

(c) 3 only 

(d) 1, 2 and 3 


